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POINT IN TIME
COUNT IN A
NUTSHELL

Extreme resilience in the face of abuse, trauma, loss,
death, exclusion due to disability, poverty and health
challenges - this is what we need to remember on the
the commemoration of the World Homelessness Day.
There is a strong correlation between mental health
issues and homelessness. We cannot tell which came
first, but once both factors are present they form a
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vicious cycle which makes interventions challenging and
complex, usually traumatizing and criminalizing in itself.

World Homelessness Day
2021 Point in Time Count of Homeless called on Social
Development Centre's staff and community connectors to
join and collect stories about predicaments experienced
by the unhomed and displaced that go beyond surveying
and counting. Today, we wish to recognize people
among us who are afraid, hopeless and traumatized,
without adequate pathways to resolution of their
predicaments, offered without blame and
criminalization. Today, we are reminded of the resilience
we are all capable of, but we see it most clearly in
desperate poverty and exclusion of the sick, disabled
and marginalized who survive against the harshest
weather conditions, sanctioned violence and deprivation.
Homelessnesss is not a crime. We tend to criminalize
those who have less power, live in conditions that are out
of the norm, or are considered a threat to the 'social
order'. Today, we know better and stand against
criminalization of poverty and homelessness.
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I AM
JUST
SO
ANGRY
...

There are so many reasons that this community has fallen into a
place of fear and hate.
There are so many untold answers because each question gets
passed from one person to another. There are so many gaps
that the people who fall through them are not even noticed.

Wake up and look around you. Oh, wait you have a safe place
to lay your head at night, food on the table.
Let me ask you how your heart became so cold? Why is there

CHAR LEE

enough money for a new light rail but not for a human that
needs a bed.
How can you go into a meeting and say sorry there is
NO FUNDING, for another family that has lost everything.
Tell me why staff are burning out and are frustrated? Why is
there so much turnover and you wonder where the trust went.

We are tired of telling our story because you say "we are going
to make a difference" but nothing gets done.

So this is how I feel ……
WE ARE NOT A NUMBER
WE ARE NOT YOUR ENEMIES
WE ARE NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE
WE HAVE FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS
WE BLEED AND LOVE
WE SHOULD BE RESPECTED

So step up and help side by side with us, not in front or behind
but beside.
Stop breaking promises, and keep it real. Together we can
build a city that works together and runs together.
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STORIES
AND
NARRATIVES

Social Development Centre's staff engaged in the Unsheltered
Campaign and in the Eviction Prevention program joined the Point
in Time Count of Homeless alongside the shelter and street
outreach providers in the region to meet the people who were
without a home on September 21. We heard that periods of

INTRODUCTION

unsheltered and hidden homelessness follow each other, and that
hidden homelessness can last years too, remaining invisible as
chronic homelessness. We set out to explore the stories of people
temporarily accommodated with friends and family, in motels, or

“IT CAN TRULY
HAPPEN TO
ANYONE”.

living with roommates and peers in unsafe conditions, and
intermittently sleeping on stairwells, in tents and under tarps,
under overpasses, woods or in cars, and setting up encampments
in unusual and less frequented places.

A number of people we encountered as unsheltered and then in
revolving situations of being temporarily accommodated, held post
secondary diplomas, used to be gainfully employed, used to be
married and had children, owned homes, served in the military, all
of it testifying about how hard it is for people who slipped into
sickness, grief or deprivation to regain their status and life once
they become homeless. It is especially destructive for individuals
who can no longer take care of themselves or access consistent
medical assistance, afford medication, or required diets when
living with disabilities, physical and mental health challenges.

Another reason for not being able to break through the barriers
after a life crisis hits is the criminalization of poverty in today’s
society. As most of us lead comfortable lives, we do not think
about the regulations and laws that separate us from people who
do not have means for things we take for granted, including a
warm bath, a neat haircut or a clean set of clothes. It actually
takes very little for people to be excluded from public and private
spaces, social and healthcare services. They testify of being
treated differently, being looked down at or becoming invisible.
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INTRODUCTION

The separation is kept in place through regulations, bylaws and
policies, service protocols and unwritten and unexamined rules
and assumptions. It is kept in place by bylaw officers, the police,
service staff, security guards. Most of us are literally protected

“THERE IS TRUST
AND LEADERSHIP
IN HOMELESS
COMMUNITIES.
IT IS JUST THAT
THE GREATER
COMMUNITY
HASN' T
ACCEPTED
IT YET".

from encounters with the marginalized, impoverished and
underserved residents.

We can also act as gatekeepers ourselves through avoidance,
distancing or judgement. Sanctioned violence to which the
homeless are exposed is most visible in general acceptance of
encampments being moved, of the loss of people's belongings
and their dignity. We may have been bystanders, uninterested or
believing that these actions are justified and that people they
are done to somehow deserve it.

We heard accounts of assault on the homeless and of verbal
injury. Homeless were forbidden access to outdoor or indoor
spaces, even in inclement weather conditions. The social service
providers processes and risk averse regulations are pushing them
further away into obscurity and causing repeated trauma.
No wonder we know so little about the needs, struggles and
aspirations of the homeless in our community. No wonder we
blame and judge their opinions or disregard what they tell us
about systems and how they need to change.

Unsheltered Campaign, as a community initiative, calls to action
on sanctioned encampments with basic supports, empowering
the homeless so they can: make their own decisions and organize
peer-supports; have their voices and solutions heard and
implemented; working through economic and political aspects
towards healing and inclusivity. By criminalizing homelessness, we
inadvertently create conditions where people are condemned to
crime to survive. The vicious cycles must be broken.
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SURVEYORS'
EXPERIENCE

SDCWR team engaged ten staff and community
connectors to support the Point in Time Count, and most
importantly, to collect life stories and narratives to
complement the quantitative data. Our approach,
embedded in lived expertise and relationships built over

APPROACH
LEARNING
RECOMMENDATIONS

decades, is grounded in the realization that we still make
important decisions based on numbers whereas the
qualitative data is left out. Quantitative data has a
notoriousness to generalize and overstate the arguments,

"STORIES ARE DATA
WITH SOUL"
BRENEE BROWN.

is taken at face value and yet maintains its reputation to
be an accurate measure of social phenomena.

Eight of the SDCWR team members had a lived
experience of homelessness at some point in their life.
Many have been advocates for years, struggled to regain
solid ground under their feet for themselves, their
families and their peers. They dedicated 134 hours to the
count, and collected 85 surveys, encountered 70 more
homeless, and collected stories and narratives committed
to amplify the voices of the homelessness. They also
agree that if the weather was warmer, there was more
time, more people would have been reached, especially
the hidden homeless.

Without their wisdom and relationships, the engagement
this year would not have been as revealing, as
compassionate, and visionary.

DEFINITION USED TO DISTINGUISH
HIDDEN HOMELESSNESS
FROM

PRECARIOUSLY HOUSED

- Self-identifying as homeless

- Having a lease in their name

- No lease or sublease in their name

- Able to pay rent or arrange arrears agreement

- Repeated episodes of temporary accommodation

- Not in an eviction process at the Landlord and Tenant

- No means to secure housing (savings, employment,

Board

ability, health, etc.)

- Accessing services to address tenancy issues such as

- Not having the solutions within reach in the next 3-6

harassment, lack of maintenance, health and safety,

months

security and are trusting the services in general

- In an unsafe situation physically, psychologically,

- Living with a friend or relative and feeling safe

emotionally

- Having means and capacity to resolve their situation

- Breakdown in relationship with service providers /

through independent housing if they chose so

lack of trust based on trauma / service restricted
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SURVEYORS'
EXPERIENCE

1) Length of the PIT period
The team collected information from people on September
21, 22 and 23, always asking where people stayed on
Tuesday, September 21.

However, the preparation work, mobilization of networks
and connections, took longer and had to happen days or
weeks ahead, especially when taking a deeper dive into
hidden homelessness. Many among the unsheltered and
hidden homeless wish to remain invisible and frequently
change locations.

Ideally, the mapping of locations and contacts would
happen over a number of weeks before the count, and the
count itself would have to last longer than three days to
reach all the known contacts and places. It is also a
precaution in case the weather is cold and rainy as it was
this year.

2) Qualitative Data Collection
In addition to collection of the surveys and counting the
observed homelessness, SDCWR team community
connectors followed the practice of collecting qualitative
data in addition to surveys, narratives and stories shared
by people encountered, both those who would share
stories while being surveyed, and those who refused to do
the survey.

Richness of data collected that cannot be captured in the
survey requires rapport building, establishing trust, and
takes time to record. The conversation opens up to more
questions, pointing to both the obstacles and solutions to
achieving housing as a human right.The time it took to
collect the stories ranged from 30 minutes to 90 minutes.
People were open to conversations. They needed to have
their voices recorded and their stories heard. More
consideration needed to the storytelling process in future
counts.
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SURVEYORS'
EXPERIENCE

3) Emotional Labour and Secondary Trauma
The process elicited a gamut of emotions, thoughts and
actions. When working with individuals where previous
relationships were established, seeing them still struggling
and striving for a better life, would elicit gratitude for the
trust shown and at the same time anger that there are no
adequate services and support available still to help them
get ahead. Knowing that there isn’t much more that can be
offered beyond a $10 gift card, home made banana bread
and a listening ear is hard, and was hard for most.

There is also respect and gratitude for peers and
community members who are able to offer even a
temporary safe place for some of the hidden homeless.
Many are offering help to their peers at the cost of getting
into trouble with the law or the personal and material loss.
It does reaffirm that there has always been humanity and
caring with people who relate to the hardship and
struggles of the unhomed.

The surveyors themselves were drawn into the personal
stories and requests for assistance and had to make calls,
connections and spend time to ensure that the person
asking for help receives minimum support, food, a service
referral, or at least temporary relief from the emotional
and psychological pain in companionship.

Debriefing after the Point in Time Count is of extreme
importance, not only within the team, but professional
counselling for secondary trauma is also recommended. As
well, due to the high volume of repeated requests for
housing and shelter assistance, there should be dedicated
experienced housing workers available for the days of the
count to respond to the most challenging cases where the
assistance is requested. However, it was pointed out that
those workers would have to be known and trusted by the
homeless communities as committed advocates, not simply
case workers.
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“A person with a broken knee was released from a hospital to a shelter
that did not have beds, and finally ended up back on the street. That leg
is never going to heal properly…”

“There is a belief that homeless people cannot be helped, as if it is their
nature… if only things were available to them.”

“We go to meetings after meetings and talk about the same sets of
problems but without the help of the region we have nothing to stand
on. We need someone to listen and follow what people say, not come
back and say there's nothing we can do, because there are a million
different things we can be doing and we are NOT.”

“Just look in a mirror and ask yourself did you do everything you could
today to help someone? I bet the answer would be no. Well, the answer
is always yes. I do my best everyday to help someone.

As a person who has been homeless and now a part of programs to help
the homeless, I have seen and heard so much I don't even know where to
start. When you are talking with someone who is living on the streets you
feel like you're right beside them because you understand their pain.”
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OBSTACLES
TO
HOUSING

Hidden homeless can stay in that situation as long as any
other chronic homeless, sheltered or unsheltered. Usually
multiple and consecutive loss or break up of relationships
causes unhoming of individuals, sometimes as young as 3
years of age: conflict with parents, divorce, death of family
member, partner or a friend, even a roommate.

There is a high incidence of

toxic/abusive relationships.

We know that when people flee an abusive relationship,
they can become homeless. Anecdotally, the abuser can
also become homeless, especially if arrested. This can
result in bail conditions or a restraining order without the
application of the alternatives in systems of restorative
justice to prevent homelessness or address abuse. On the
other hand, being without home usually leads to abusive
relationships. Even if once securely housed, when a
relationship ends (for any reason) both people stand a
chance of becoming homeless simply because one person
cannot afford an apartment large enough for two, or it was
a two-pay-cheque family.

“Losing housing can happen to anyone.”
“Everything is so close to the edge, that any event, a
small perturbation, can set off many difficulties - we are
all so close to the edge”.
“At some point there is a domino effect - everything that
can go wrong, goes wrong in someone’s life”.

In most cases, the

lack of income and earnings ,

inadequate social assistance are the

initial reasons for unhoming. Unreasonably high rents and the loss of affordable
housing, the impact of COVID with loss of jobs and evictions push people out.

Trauma

was named one of the major life experiences that knock people off balance.

There is a persisting lack of support such as adequate and culturally appropriate
counselling, or supports ‘by choice’ that people feel comfortable with. The services retraumatize individuals and families in many instances and people give up mid-way or do
not go back to seek services again.
.
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Far too many middle-aged and older adults live with their parents or relatives, where
unconditional obedience becomes the requirement to remain housed. Many are
trapped in exploitative and volatile situations, staying for fear of not being able to
afford other accommodation, especially if disabled or in poor health. Others are
trapped in overcrowded apartments that are poorly maintained and constantly move
from apartment to apartment.

What we heard:

Divorce and broken families/relationships
Abuse (physical, sexual, emotional)
Incarceration and probation breaches
Teenage criminal activity
Opioid use for pain management
Death and loss of trusting relationships
Trauma leading to antisocial behaviour
Mental health challenges, ADHD, depression
Alcoholism, addictions and suicide in family
Hospitalization and impaired health
Lack of learning supports in schools
Disabilities and injuries
Debt
Running with the rough crowd
Not trusting one can live in an apartment
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WHY NOT
IN SHELTERS

Research done over decades about the punitive policies
and procedures adopted in the shelter systems is ample
and the change is happening slowly. Even if curfews were
lifted and people are no longer forced out of the shelter
during the day, the residency requirements persist, while
the requirement of unconditional acceptance of the first
available offer trumps the needs and safety of a person.

The investment in the revamping of the shelter systems and
housing services is painfully slow such as physical
inaccessibility, expecting couples or pets to part from each
other, or lack of space or safety remain. Safe supply is still
seen more as a risk than a life saving strategy.

There are prohibitive practices added during COVID such
as quarantines before being accepted at a shelter. There is
a reluctance by policy makers and agencies to accept that
shelters are not safer than encampments, and a denial that
some environments look and feel like penal institutions or
detentions despite the efforts being made by the shelter
and housing providers. The risk averse systems slide back
under the unrealistic provincial guidelines and do not see
ways to advocate for more humane regulations and far
more realistic funding.

The assumptions stating that people take undue advantage
of the services couldn't be further from reality, as much as
believing that parents wish to raise their families in
congregate settings or motels. The increased length of stay
in the shelter system is only a testimony that there are no
better options available in today's society.

“Homeless support programs are at odds with reality”.
“I haven’t encountered yet a person who does not want to
be housed or prefers living without a roof over their head”.
“Stigma is still pervasive, even in healthcare”.
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There is apprehension expressed by the surveyors and the surveyed that the numbers of
the unsheltered and hidden homeless is greatly undercounted due to many reasons:
homeless do not want to be visible due to criminalization, especially Black and
Indigenous individuals; stigma and shame; disconnect from systems that are hard to
access and navigate, and lack of trust; and the three rainy days during which the count
was conducted. There are only so many shelter beds, overflow spaces or motel/hotel
leases. There are fewer and fewer deeply affordable units available. At the same time,
it is said that there are enough shelter spaces in general and that we already have the
appropriate services in place. People say that their concerns and hardship are being
brushed off.

What we heard about shelter system:

Pet being taken away
Trusting staff leaving agencies
Mental health challenges not being accommodated
Conflict with authority
Does not get along with others
Taken advantage by peers
Inconsistent service by social and housing agencies
(lost files, multiple agencies handing off clients,
loopholes to jump through)
No capacity to advocate for themself
No safety in shelters (abuse, addictions, violence)
Major health issues
Addiction and pain management
Self-protection and ongoing conflict, even with
staff in shelters
Abuse in relationships
Petty crimes
Restricted from accessing shelters
Residency issues and being moved to other
communities
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WHAT PEOPLE
NEED WHILE
UNSHELTERED

24/7 washroom access
More free shower locations and expanded hours
Public phones
24/7 public Internet access
Low barrier shelter and housing units
Help with housing search
Low barrier housing
Storage spaces
Outreach worker supports
Accessible counseling
Bus passes

“People are losing hope due to lack of opportunity and
being homeless in horrid conditions… you can see the wear
on their faces, there is not much life left…”

WHAT PEOPLE
NEED TO
REACH HOUSING

More affordable housing
Access to income supports
Addictions supports/treatment
Dedicated peer workers as advocates

Some of these considerations need to be given at the Landlord and Tenant Board
hearings to people experiencing homelessness. A year long case is far too long a wait for
a tenant who is seeking compensation after being illegally evicted. Equally important is
bringing a meaningful overhaul of the social assistance system. Individuals cannot keep
their photo ID or bank cards long enough to fulfill the requirements such as paying arrears
or registering on the community housing waiting list. ODSP and OW can be authorized to
make payments on behalf of the clients.

The housing support systems remain siloed and disjointed, with different workers for
different services. Persons with disabilities, living with trauma or mental health challenges
are constantly facing obstacles accessing support. Some obstacles recorded are physical
and mental disability, dyslexia, addiction, and low literacy or not understanding or
speaking English well. It was repeated many times that people impacted need advocates
to sustain their efforts on the journey to permanent housing and stable living.

“Enough, she does not need another refusal.”
“It is a route run down from service to service, without a bus pass, a
phone or ID”.
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THE IMPACT
OF COVID

COVID-19 pandemic has taken its toll on the homeless
populations. Some of the people spoke of their lack of
access to health care or the stigma where a homeless person
goes to a hospital only to get narcotics. In one case, a
needed brain surgery that is already making communication
and reasoning difficult was cancelled and not rescheduled.

In other cases, COVID resulted in the loss of employment and
inability for paying rent arrears. In the case of an immigrant
single mother family, it propelled the households into unsafe
and untenable living conditions with little understanding of
the needs and concerns from a range of service agencies
who are being overwhelmed by the pandemic.

The systems function within general and narrow assumptions,
expecting those impacted by the evictions and loss of
housing to adapt, accept and obey expectations that are
experienced as oppressive and traumatising. No alternatives
are offered and further restrictions to rights and options are
imposed when the communication breaks down with service
providers.

Unintended consequences are both pushing families into
more destabilizing and toxic housing environments,
accepting any offer made under threats including children
being taken away, legal prosecution, as well as locking
them, against their will, into social assistance without options
to take their own lives into their hands the way they need to.

“Structural violence refers to systematic ways in which social structures harm or
otherwise disadvantage individuals. Structural violence is subtle, often invisible,
and often has no one specific person who can be held responsible.... Structural
violence, including the concept of 'crime and criminalization' plays out in all of
our institutions and fundamentally impacts the trajectory of people’s lives."

(Re)Think Our Stories, the reality of structural violence
Waterloo Region Crime Prevention Council
https://preventingcrime.ca/upstream-speaker-series/

